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Linda Brown is the volunteer of the Month of
June. Most of us have no idea how much Linda
does because she always works behind the
scenes, so to say. She is thoughtful and friendly
and she gets things done. When I asked a
couple of friends if they wanted to contribute,
this is what they wrote.
“I vividly recall how consistently friendly and
welcoming Linda was when I first started to
attend the church. She always greeted me with
a smile and said my name making me feel as if I
was part of the church community. She is
meticulous in her attention to detail when she
takes on a project. You know that any task she
takes on will be done very, very well. She has a
wealth of insights and ideas to share.
I’ll never forget the huge image of Earth from
space that Linda and Don created for the 2013
Cabaret stage backdrop. Everyone marvelled at
the work (the planning, measuring, and
painstaking assembly) that had to have been
done in order to create such a glorious visual.
Linda is so kind; she always offers a laugh or a
smile, notices how people are feeling, and easily
expresses gratitude. Working with her is
delightful. She knows herself well: she has high
expectations for the work and responsibilities
she takes on but generously helps and enjoys
others as they work with her.”

first hired at the church and was nervously
facing my first Cabaret, Linda was one of the
people who patiently walked me through it all,
especially where decorating, props, and the tech
rehearsal were concerned. She created all of
the decorations for my first two or three
Cabarets here, including huge posters of animals
for the "All Creatures Great and Small"
Cabaret. I understand that historically it was
Linda, with the help of her husband Don, who
designed and created the Cabaret props and
backdrops, including a giant flashing Broadway
sign and a cut-out of a big yellow bus which the
choir carried back and forth across the stage
one year as they "travelled" places. Seventeen
years after she first entered the building,
Linda continues to be a big part of the music
programme, as UUphonia alto, an assistant
stage manager for Cabaret, a Sunday-coffeehour ticket-sales person, and a concert
volunteer. And she does it all with a smile and a
joke at the ready”
She has always been a huge help in the kitchen
also. Linda has shopped and chopped, She likes
to clean up (especially to use the dishwasher) “I
want one of these for my house “ she says
laughingly.
She often delivers food from our Community
Caring programme to members who can no
longer get out and about as easily as before. She
even donates produce from her garden for use
in our kitchen.

“Linda Brown is someone who gives extremely
generously of her time and talent, almost
always in the background and in ways that many
You can see the common thread running
people don't notice until the question is asked,
through these testimonials, helpful, thoughtful
"Who did all that work, anyway?" When I was
and considerate and very hard working.. We
love you Linda, and thank you very much.
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June Services
Sunday, June 5th - Nature Bursts Forth
The month’s theme of revelry begins with our
annual flower communion service – all nature
seems to be bursting forth with joy … please bring a
flower to add to the communal bouquet. This
service will celebrate new members.

Sunday, June 19th - Reveling in Each Other’s
Company

Presenter: Rev Debra Faulk

Presenter: Rev Debra Faulk

Music: Music Director Jane Perry

Music: Music Director Jane Perry

Sunday, June 12th - In Celebration of Youth ~
Bridges of Connection The youth will help plan this

Sunday, June 26th - A Good, OldOld-Fashioned Hymn
Sing! As a final service before the summer, Brandis

intergenerational service.

Music: UUPhonia and Music Director Jane Perry
June 4Others – Every month, the church designates a
recipient for one-half of the funds collected in Sunday’s
offering baskets. The recipient is generally a service
organization. Watch the eNews and Sunday service
announcements and learn who will be June’s recipient.

So much of what we do together is the serious work
of justice-making, wrestling with big questions,
exploring depths of understanding … today we take
time to be joyful together.

Purcell and Music Director Jane Perry will lead a onehour hymn sing. Bring friends and bring your best
singing voice — we’re going to raise the roof!

Music: Music Director Jane Perry and guest soloists.

folks – there were 26 in the garden on May 14 for
a very successful and productive garden work bee.

June 2016 Kudos!
This month we recognize and thank:
♦

♦

Big time kudos go out to Ottmar Hoch. He's been
the go-to guy for the lift, which has broken down a
couple of times recently. He got it fixed prior to
Cabaret, a HUGE deal! He watched the repairman
fix the broken spring and ordered a backlog of
spare parts so he and the physical plant guys can
do some of the maintenance themselves.
Thank you to the board, the sound crew, and
everyone who attended the AGM.

♦

Mary Jane Hussey and Leslie Buckle provided a
homemade lunch for the recent Introduction to
Unitarian Universalism – thanks!

♦

Kudos to all those who provided SWEET service to
the rest of us at any Sunday morning service this
church year. And special thanks to Karen Wyllie,
who served as North’s communicator until this
spring, and Celine Orieux, who stepped up as her
replacement.

♦

Appreciation to Sheila Ward and the UCC
Community Gardeners, along with other generous

♦

Thanks to the music library team (Judy Osborne
and Sheila Ward) for all the music sorting and
filing they are doing as UUphonia enters the home
stretch of its season.

♦

Kudos to the choristers of UUphonia for the good
cheer, terrific teamwork, and enthusiastic singing
they add to the life of our church community.

♦

The Refugee Sponsorship Committee has been
meeting at 9 a.m. on Sundays. Thanks for your
dedication!

This is just a sampling of the many people who
contribute in numerous ways to our community. When
you catch someone in the act of kindness and service
please share the info by
emailing Kudos@unitarianscalgary.org .

We come together in beloved community, guided by our Unitarian Universalist principles and sources
to grow in wisdom, welcome and deepen relationships, and act for a just and sustainable world.
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Debra’s Deliberations
I am still in Vancouver, writing this from the gathering of our national organization, the
Canadian Unitarian Council. It has been a truly exceptional time with Unitarians and
Unitarian Universalists from across the land. I have been inspired and challenged,
outraged and uplifted. There have been many incredible moments and some have been
recorded, such as the thought-provoking Confluence Lecture “They Will Know We Are UUs
by Our Love” offered by my colleague Rev Melora Lynngood, co-minister with her wife at First Victoria. The
awesome Sunday service, also online, was recorded from the Chan Center, included the debut of a new
song written by Joyce Poley (composer of Open the Door) for this conference, calling us to take a stand
and to sing with one voice. There were also testimonials from three young adults that expressed their
gratitude for a faith like ours and also challenged us in some significant ways. Listen for yourself: the
links are available on the website www.cuc.ca.
The theme was “Bolder
Bolder Ways of Being” and woven throughout much of the time was recognition of the
continued work we all must do on the journey of reconciliation with our First Nations brothers and sisters.
I participated in a day long experiential workshop that required a much deeper engagement with the
consequences of colonialization, residential schools, and the scopes and legacies of these oppressions.
For me some of the most meaningful expressions were made by First Nations people who were present
and who so genuinely recognized our intention to walk with them on this journey of healing. There is so
much more work to do!
The weekend included the business meeting on Friday and for the first time people attended it virtually
from Fredericton to Victoria and their feedback included the mention of feeling truly included. Incredibly
significant was the delegates passing the new vision statement which has been a few years in the crafting
– a statement that will provide direction to our national movement. (Please see the next page for the full
statement.)
I look forward to exploring this with you all!!
Namaste, Debra

Celebration of Her Life
Iris Torfason
Saturday June 4th at 2:00
Carol Blyth is coordinating the reception to follow – please contact her to
volunteer. Contributions of finger food for the reception are welcome.

Debra’s Sabbatical Tea
Are you curious about what Debra did on her sabbatical or
have ideas to share from the sabbatical time in the
congregation, come for tea either:
Wed June 8th 7:00 – 8:30 or
Thursday June 9th 2:00 -3:30
Debra is also available for one on one conversations as well.
Please contact her to arrange a time

Office Hours:
(403) 702-6486 (cell)
Tuesday: noon – 4p.m.
(403) 230-8938 (office)
Thursday: 11a.m. – 7p.m. Monday: Day Off
Wednesday: Writing: Day
Other times please book
an appointment.

The Quest
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Danielle’s Reflections
Revelry
I spent May 13-17th in Chicago for my graduation celebrations from Meadville Lombard Theological
School. And amongst all of the speeches, sermons, prayers and there was one that I would love to
share with you all. During the commencement ceremony my History Professor Nicole Kirk offered our spoken
prayer. In that prayer she spoke thanks to all of the people who helped us through this transition, of becoming
seminarians.
Nicole offered thanks to the family members who proof read essays and listened to sermons both on
Saturday night and Sunday morning. She offered thanks to the friends who held our hands during the theological
meltdowns and the existential crises. I was sitting there gathered with my colleagues, my professors, and all of the
individuals that make Meadville Lombard a possibility - with the public thank you of the people who helped make
my time at Meadville Lombard a possibility.
Sitting in that place I began to think of, of course, my family, and my close friends. But more than that, I started
thinking of all of the people in this congregation- the multiple people in this congregation who have reached out to
help me, offered to read essays, or listen to my sermons and theological reflections; the people who have asked
me to call on them for support. This congregation has been more support to me than I could ever name, from the
emotional support, the financial support, and the support in learning how to be a minister. The gratitude that I have
for you all is inexpressible. Thank you for walking with me on this journey.
Love & Blessings, Danielle
As Canadian Unitarian Universalists,
Universalists
we envision a world in which our interdependence calls us to love and justice.
As Canadian Unitarian Universalists:
Seven principles guide our choices,
Six sources nourish our spirits,
Five aspirations help us grow.
We aspire to be:
Deeply Connected
We strive to foster healthy relationships amongst and within UU communities,
with the broader world and with all life.
Radically Inclusive
We strive to create hospitable, diverse, multi- generational communities.
Actively Engaged
We strive to work joyfully for a just and compassionate society,
experimenting with new forms of community.
Theologically Alive
We seek to be ever-evolving in our understanding, open to new knowledge.
Spiritually Grounded
We seek transformation through personal spiritual experiences and shared ritual.
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Celebrating Lotta Hitschmanova
Mark your calendars now for a special event to be held at the church on Sunday October
23, 2016 2pm.
2pm The Unitarian Universalist Historical Society will be presenting the Mark
Mosher DeWolfe lecture as a webcast with a panel of speakers from across Canada.
Lotta Hitschmanova (1909 -1990), founder and first director of the world aid
organization, the Unitarian Service Committee of Canada (USC), is arguably the best-known
Unitarian in Canada’s history. For more information about this UU pioneer, see her entry in
the Dictionary of biography: http://uudb.org/articles/lottahitschmanova.html
We will have refreshments and a children’s program as well as reflections from church
members who have been involved with USC over the years. We will provide more details in
the fall.
If you have met Ms. Hitschmanova or were involved as a volunteer with the USC, please contact one of us.
We are pleased to announce that Lotta Hitschmanova has made the short list of 12 women being considered to
grace a new Bank of Canada bill.
~Loretta Biasutti, Helen Backhouse, Jim Bowman, Frances Schaink –History and Archives Committee

Sacred Circle Dancing
Sunday, June 5th
2-4:30pm in
Wickenden Hall

A New Year, A New Way of
Leadership Development

The times they are a changin’ and as we strive to keep pace with the
changes we will be trying a few new ways of doing things. One will be
developing teams to focus on particular areas of church life. These
teams will offer skill development, opportunities to grow in wisdom
and deepening of relationships. These teams do not replace
If you attended the May 22 Sunday service committees, they will in some ways be the ‘action arm’ of the
on “Moving with Spirit”, you will have
associated committee. This September there will be two Leadership
already experienced the joy and peace
Teams.
that comes from dancing together. If not,
Church Services Ministry Team
come and give it a try! Ronnie Joy Leah
will lead us through easy, gentle dances,
A new leadership team of 6-8 individuals working closely with Rev
suitable for all ages and abilities, creating Debra to explore all aspects of church services (Sunday mornings,
a sacred space for peace, healing and
special services). What is the intention and purpose of our communal
community celebration.
time together? The hows and whys of our choices of themes, music,
structure of a service; why we do things the way we do … This team
will meet monthly with Debra and support Sunday services. Watch for
There will be no charge for this event,
the application process and contact Debra with any questions.
although goodwill donations will be
Pastoral Care Team
gratefully accepted. If you wish, bring a
snack for sharing. Co-sponsored by the
This will be an opportunity for individuals interested in supporting
Adult Religious Education committee.
members as a pastoral presence. There will be training by Debra and
outside experts. This team will assist the minister and Caring
Committee to deepen relationships with and between members.
Watch for the application process and contact Debra with any
questions.
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Shavings from the Board
June 2016
On May 15th, the congregation held its Annual General Meeting. It is an important characteristic of Unitarian
congregations that they are self-governing, and it was heartening to see about 60 members in attendance,
participating thoughtfully and energetically in the proceedings.
As I did in the meeting, I want to thank the retiring members of the Board: Mary-Anna Louise Kovar, who served
successive two-year terms as Vice-President, President, and Past-President, and Brandis Purcell, who served two
and a half years as Trustee and then half a year as Secretary of the Board. Both these people served with grace
and dedication, and the church is the better for their contributions.
I welcome to the Board Liz Webster, who has agreed to serve as Vice President for the coming year, and Kenzie
Love, who has agreed to serve as Secretary.
I also want to thank the following for their valuable work in preparation for this meeting: Treasurer Bob Willson for
his work in collating and presenting the budget, the Finance Committee for their support of the Treasurer, Greg
O'Neill and his creative and hardworking Stewardship team, and Hazel Corcoran and the Nominating Committee.
If you would like to refer to the materials which were presented at the meeting, you may find them at the bottom of
the Church Business page of our website.
---------------------A highlight of the meeting was the announcement that the recent Generosity campaign led by the Stewardship
team resulted in a record $192,000 in total pledges. While some contributors reduced their pledges, and about
half maintained them at last year's levels, 35 households increased their pledges by a total of $20,800, allowing
us to come to a balanced budget with most of our budgeted expenditures intact. My thanks to all our generous
pledgers!
---------------------On a personal note, many in our congregation will be aware of my interest in the progress of the Unitarian
Universalist denomination. I am pleased to let you know that I have been nominated as Treasurer of the
International Council of Unitarians and Universalists (ICUU) and will be attending my first meeting at the bi-annual
conference of the ICUU in the Netherlands this July. I don't expect the time requirements of this new position to
impact on my work for our congregation.
John "Mich" Michell
President of the Board of Trustees

of Calgary. Place your order at the table set up in
Wickenden Hall before or after the service. If you
Give to the church while buying groceries, gas or
are not going to be at church on the first Sunday of
liquor at CoCo-op stores!
The church receives 4% of gift card orders totaling the month and we don’t already have post-dated
less than $5000, 6% when we have gift card orders cheques from you, please leave your cheque in
Coop Card/Fruit Cake Cheques mail slot in the
that total $5000 - $9999 and 9.5% for orders
church office.
$10,000 or more.
2. The gift cards will be distributed on the second
Gift card orders - Sunday, June 5
Sunday of the month. If you are unable to pick up
Gift card distribution - Sunday June 12
your card on that day, you can collect it on the next
We welcome postpost-dated cheques particularly over
Sunday.
the summer months!
If you have not purchased a gift card before, here is That’s how easy it is!
Any questions? Contact: Ev Dewar
how to do it:
1. On the first Sunday of the month, bring cash or a ev.dewar@kogawa.com Sheila Ward
cheque to church, payable to the Unitarian Church sggward@shaw.ca Frances Schaink
blue.sky@infovisi.com

Co-op Gift Card Purchases
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What Does It Mean To Be A People of Revelry?

Lucky us! As the inimitable writer and UU friend, Kurt Vonnegut, has written,
“God made mud.
God got lonesome.
So God said to some of the mud, "Sit up!"
"See all I've made," said God, "the hills, the sea, the sky, the stars."
And I was some of the mud that got to sit up and look around.
Lucky me, lucky mud.”
Indeed. And given this, how can we not revel in this precious, fragile, ridiculously lucky life of ours?! How can we be
anything other than a people of revelry?!
Of course, that’s not to say life is easy or without pain. That’s a given. But if the spiritual life is about anything, it’s
about the task of stepping back and seeing it all as a gift, even with the trials and terrors.
And we are so good at looking squarely at those trials and terrors. Even taking responsibility for fixing them. Our
faith rightly reminds us we have a duty and responsibility to ease the burdens of others, to bend the arc toward
justice. But it also reminds us that we have a duty to joy, even a duty to plain old “useless” fun! Which, of course, is
not really useless. Joy, celebration, play and revelry are a means of replenishment. We will have nothing to give, if
we don’t make room for getting filled up.
Even more than that, revelry is also about perspective. This too is the message of our faith. This life of ours is
ultimately the equivalent of being invited to the best party in town. Our challenge is to stay awake to that, to
continually pull ourselves back from the mindset that our days are simply a series of challenges and
responsibilities. It’s all about balance. We are called to look around and see all that must be done. We are also
called to look around and see all that has been given.
So, this month, let us make room for the gift. Let’s let the dogged focus on responsibility go, at least for a little
while. Let’s lay it down, and as Vonnegut says, sit up and look around! And notice all there is to revel in!
Lucky mud. Lucky us!
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Spiritual Exercises on Revelry:
Option A:
Bring It To Others!
Revelry is not just something we are called to do but something we are called to share! And all of us have the ability
to do it! This month figure out what special gift you have that invites others into revelry, and then share that gift. It
might be something gregarious, like this:

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=439383706224458
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_bX0T76X8U#t=92
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKezUd_xw20#t=65
Or your gift may be of a subtler kind: joke-telling, story-telling, appreciation of nature.
Simply put: take someone by the hand and lead them toward revelry!
Option B:
Revel in Diversity
June is the month when many UU congregations celebrate Flower Communion. At its core, this ritual is a
celebration of diversity. There is something in the human spirit that hungers to live in the midst of diversity, to be
surrounded by the sacred joy of otherness.
To honor this, do something this month that immerses you in diversity or increases the amount of diversity in the
world.
If your congregation celebrates Flower Communion, make sure your flower symbolizes your adventure.
Option C:
Dads Deserve a Bit of Revelry
Father’s Day is this month! Why not find a way to revel in your dad by watching him revel in something he loves?
Surprise him. Make him laugh. Spoil him in a way that echoes the gratitude you feel for the gifts he’s given you!
Option D:
Promise to Play This Summer
Summer is a time of letting go of responsibility. This release from duty is no small thing. Many argue that it is a
sacred calling, a needed gift we need to give to ourselves. Come to your group with a plan to play this summer, a
plan to truly let go of “work” and make room for a new level of play, fun and immersion in “uselessness.”
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Your Question:
As always, don’t treat these questions like “homework.” Instead, simply pick the one that “hooks” you most and let it
lead you where you need to go. And then come to your Soul Matters meeting prepared to share that journey with
your group.
1. Can you honestly say you have recently been guilty of “revelry”? Think of the synonyms: boisterous, rejoicing,
debauchery, fun. If not, do you WANT to be able to be accused of it? What source of revelry is tempting you right now?
2. What did you learn as a child about giving into revelry? About letting go and giving into joyful abandon? Are those
lessons feeding your life right now or holding it back?
3. How is restraint calling you to revelry? Sometimes connecting to joyful abandon requires not just letting go, but a bit of
holding back. For instance, when life is too full of responsibility, there’s not much room for anything else. What do you
need to get control of in order to make room for revelry?
4. When was the last time you did something “useless”?
5. Has revelry increased or decreased as you’ve aged? Grown deeper? Changed in form?
6. Do you wish your life felt more like being invited to a party?
7. Is too much revelry your challenge? There is a dark side to revelry. Is that something your life is asking you to look at?
8. What ritual or tradition regularly calls you back to revelry? How are you passing that on to or sharing it with those you
love?
9. When was the last time you experienced revelry in church?
10. Did a child recently call you to revelry? Did you listen and accept the invitation?
11. Who is currently your best “teacher” when it comes to revelry?
12. What have you done that comes close to this? - https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=439383706224458. What
do you WANT to do that comes close to it? Most importantly, what’s holding you back?
What’s your question? Your question may not be listed above. As always, if the above questions don't include what life is
asking from you, spend the month listening to your days to hear it.
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Resources on Revelry
Revelry (n.)
1. reveling; boisterous festivity
2. noisy partying or merrymaking
Synonyms: celebration, carousel, conviviality, rejoicing,
debauchery, fun, jollity

“Laughter is a holy thing. It is as sacred as music and
silence and solemnity, maybe more sacred. Laughter is like
a prayer, like a bridge over which creatures tiptoe to meet
each other. Laughter is like mercy; it heals. When you can
laugh at yourself, you are free.”
-Ted Loder

Wise Words:
At This Party by Hafiz
I don't want to be the only one here
Telling all the secrets Filling up all the bowls at this party,
Taking all the laughs.

“Play exists for its own sake. Play is for the moment; it is
not hurried, even when the pace is fast and timing seems
important. When we play, we also celebrate holy
uselessness. Like the calf frolicking in the meadow, we
need no pretense or excuses. Work is productive; play, in
its disinterestedness and self-forgetting, can be fruitful.”
— Margaret Guenther in Toward Holy Ground

I would like you
To start putting things on the table

Peace is wonderful,

That can also feed the soul

but ecstatic dance is more fun, and less narcissistic;
gregarious He makes our lips.

The way I do.
That way
We can invite
A hell of a lot more
Friends.
“A busy executive was speaking to her six-year-old niece at
the end of a particularly

On a day when the wind is perfect,
the sail just needs to open
and the love starts.
Today is such a day.
~ Rumi

“Once in a while joy throws little stones at my window, it
frustrating day. She had spent the better part of the day
wants to let me know that it's waiting for me.”
trying to get a new printer installed. Nothing had worked,
and she was exhausted and very frustrated. On the phone --Mario Benedetti
with her young niece, she described in general terms how
frustrated she was. Her niece asked, Did you try hard? Yes,
she replied. Did you try really, really hard?
Yes I did. Well then, said the six-year-old, now it’s time to go
out and play!”
--Margaret Wheatley in Perseverance
“Revelry prepares you for surrender. Increases trust in
life. Puts you in a state of openness. Reminds you that it's
worth letting go, that there's something more out there
beyond the stiffness of self protection.”
--Soul Matters participant

As always, this is not required
reading. We will not analyze or
dissect these pieces in our group.
They are simply meant to get
your thinking started, and may be
to open you to new ways of
thinking about what it means to
be “a people of Revelry.”
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“We all grow up with messages that being an adult is
about being serious—that being silly or goofy or playful
are childish. But what if that’s just not true? The
antidote: find a way to play, everyday. Go flap your wings
in the park, or find a patch of grass to roll around on,
and just give a big grin to anyone who gives you a
strange look. Interrupt a normal conversation to talk like
Elmer Fudd for a bit, and see if you can get your friends
to join in. Twust me, it’s hiwarwious.”

June 2016

Videos & Online:
The Liberators: Funky Friday
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?
v=439383706224458 (other links to the Liberators:
https://www.facebook.com/theliberatorsinternational &
http://www.theliberators.com.au)

--Soul Matters minister
Revelry through Dance
The Last Rites of the Bokononist Faith
(excerpt)

“Happy” Urban Dance Camp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_bX0T76X8U#t=92
Competitive Revelry

God made mud.
God got lonesome.

Classical musician joyfully competing with their love of
music

So God said to some of the mud, "Sit up!"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKezUd_xw20#t=65

"See all I've made," said God, "the hills, the sea, the sky,
the stars."

Play, Spirit and Character
Krista Tippett’s interview of Stuart Brown

And I was some of the mud that got to sit up and look
around.

http://www.onbeing.org/program/stuart-brown-playspirit-and-character/transcript/6359

Lucky me, lucky mud.
Play is More than Just Fun
I, mud, sat up and saw what a nice job God had done.
Nice going, God.
Nobody but you could have done it, God! I certainly
couldn't have.
I feel very unimportant compared to You.

A TED talk of Stuart Brown and his enlightening research
on play
http://www.ted.com/talks/
stuart_brown_says_play_is_more_than_fun_it_s_vital?
language=en

The only way I can feel the least bit important is to think
of all the mud

Articles:

that didn't even get to sit up and look around.

When Pigs Fly

I got so much, and most mud got so little.

Meg Barnhouse

Thank you for the honor!

Do we try too hard to grasp joy when it comes?
http://www.uuworld.org/life/articles/296811.shtml

Now mud lies down again and goes to sleep.
What memories for mud to have!
What interesting other kinds of sitting-up mud I met!
I loved everything I saw!
Good night.
~ Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. ~ (Cat's Cradle)

Play Doesn’t End With Childhood: Why Adults Need
Recess Too - Sami Yenigun
http://www.npr.org/blogs/
ed/2014/08/06/336360521/play-doesnt-end-withchildhood-why-adults-need-recess-too by Elizabeth-Ann
Stewart
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On Revelry
A parent’s take on learning from their kids about how to
revel

June 2016

Jesus the Holy Fool
By Elizabeth-Anne Stewart

http://juneandbear.com/2014/03/31/on-revelry/
Disco Ball and Candlelight
Kimberly French
The importance of a congregation that knows how to
revel!
http://www.uuworld.org/life/articles/280833.shtml
Movies:

I Hear God Laughing
By Hafiz (trans. Daniel Ladinsky)
The Happiness Makeover: Teach Yourself to Enjoy Every
Day
By M.J. Ryan
From our UUA’s Beacon Press:
House of Light

Waking Ned Devine
Best in Show
Bruce Almighty
The Bucket List

By Mary Oliver
This collection of poems by Mary Oliver once again
invites the reader to step across the threshold of
ordinary life into a world of natural and spiritual
luminosity.

Despicable Me
Life is Beautiful
Patch Adams
Toy Story
Books:
Between Heaven and Mirth: Why Joy, Humor and
Laughter Are at the Heart of the Spiritual Life
By James Martin
Play: How it Shapes the Brain, Opens the Imagination,
and Invigorates the Soul
By Stuart Brown
The Happiness Project: Or, Why I Spent a Year Trying to
Sing in the Morning, Clean My Closets, Fight Right, Read
Aristotle, and Generally Have More Fun
by Gretchen Rubin

How to Live in the World and Still Be Happy
By Hugh Prather

Thanks to the Soul Matters Sharing Circle
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Early on the morning of May 1, Nicola and Alex Russell set up a beautiful new May Pole in the courtyard of our
garden. The children in the CYRE program had the first opportunity to learn how to do May Pole dancing. I learned
that it is harder than it looks! It took a few times around to figure out how to go in opposite directions from the
person next to us and to learn when to dip under a ribbon and when to lift it over another. It was great fun and the
designs created by the ribbons winding around the May Pole were lovely…. and then we turned around and
“unwound” ourselves. Several adults came out to dance the May Pole following the service. We couldn’t have
asked for a more beautiful sunny warm day for this special Beltane celebration.
In this month of celebrating Traditions, the children have been
getting up close and personal with Chalices. We have discussed
candle lighting safety and etiquette, practising lighting chalices
until we are comfortable managing the flame. We have also
learned about the history of the flaming chalice symbol: that it
was a way for the newly formed Unitarian Service Committee to
communicate to refugees fleeing war-torn areas of Europe in
WWII that they could find compassionate help under this symbol.
The children have also been working on their own personal
chalices to take home with them.

Garden work is already underway. I’m thrilled that the children
will be planting a garden soon and they’ll be able to work in it
come the Fall when it is time to harvest the bounty. There are
four households from the CYRE program who are going to be
caring for the children’s garden through July and August.
In June the children and youth will be preparing, and leading the
service on June 12. Come and “Revel” in their leadership as we
celebrate the theme of Revelry and explore the meaning of
“Bridging” in a MultiGenerational setting.
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♪♪ UpBeat News with Jane Perry ♪
The 2015-2016 music season is drawing to a close, and what a terrific year it’s been!
Congratulations and warm thanks to all of the singers, instrumentalists, volunteers and audience
members who created such successful performances and community energy together at our
church.
UUphonia will sing in the morning service on Sunday, June 12 and then wind down its rehearsal
schedule for the summer. Our first rehearsal in the fall will be on Thursday, September 8 at
7:30pm in Panabaker Hall. We are always happy for new singers to join us! No audition --- just come to the rehearsal and we’ll
give you a warm welcome.

Come join us!

Two of our resident choirs will continue rehearsing and performing through the month of June as they prepare to sing at the
international GALA Festival for queer choirs in Denver, Colorado (July 2-6, 2016.) One Voice Chorus and the BarberEllas will
each perform 30-minute sets for audiences of 2,000 people, in a festival that will host a total of 4,500 delegates from
countries all over the world.
If you’d like a chance to hear One Voice Chorus and the BarberEllas before they take Denver by storm, please consider
attending the following event, hosted by the Calgary Men’s Chorus, another Calgary choir that will appear at the festival.
Cabaret and Cabernet
Tuesday, June 21, 2016
7:00pm
Temple B’nai Tikvah
900 47 Ave SW, Calgary
Tickets: $25
Advance tickets may be purchased through www.brownpapertickets.com
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Thank You to Endowment Trust Fund Donors!
Over the last year (April 2015 – April 2016), we have received generous donations to the Endowment Trust Fund
from church members to honour a person in their lives. We sincerely thank the following for their contributions:
Bob Spinney: in memory of Donna Vine-Mutton, Freda Ricard, John Dyck, Ruth Barker, Abe Loewen, Bill
Wuttunee, Iris Torfason, Patti Stephen and to honour all those who give service to the church.
Marsha Haug and Eric Leavitt: in memory of Ruth Barker
Sharon and Randy Henderson: in memory of Bill Wuttunee
Gorham and Mary Jane Hussey: in honour of Ann Kyle and Jim Washbrook
John and Marie Collins: in memory of Bill Wuttunee and Ruth Barker
Colleen Anderson: in memory of Patti Stephen
Docia Lysne: in memory of Patti Stephen
Kevin Miller: general ETF donation
Many thanks to these supporters for choosing the Endowment Trust Fund as a way of celebrating someone special.
The Endowment Trust Fund was created to support the long range financial stability of the church in perpetuity.
Each year 90% of the fund’s income helps finance the ongoing operations of the church.
Please consider a donation to the Fund to celebrate a special event – a wedding, the birth of a child, or in
loving memory of friends and family. You can drop a cheque to the “ETF” box in the church office or speak
to any of the ETF trustees: John Collins, Bob Willson or Ann Kyle. All donations are tax deductible.
Ann Kyle, Secretary, Endowment Trust Fund

Call for William Irvine Award Nominations
This annual award honours a person, persons or organization for extraordinary services that contribute to social
and/or environmental justice in the Calgary community. It is intended to recognize those who carry on the legacy of
William Irvine in championing justice in Calgary, Alberta and Canada. The award recipient has not normally been a
member of our congregation. The names of past recipients are on a plaque in the Barker Room.
UCC members are invited to send a nomination in writing to Penney Kome, Social Justice Committee Chair,
including reasons for the nomination. Considerations might include benefits to the Calgary community, personal
sacrifice or effort involved in providing service and the degree to which the service reflects Unitarian Universalist
values. The SJC will recommend one nominee to the Board of Trustees.
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A Garden Party Social
By Randy Henderson
It was a gathering of garden enthusiasts, manicurists, and
construction workers this day, May 15th, for the church’s
annual Garden Party Social.
Social. As noted by Sheila Ward, “26
happy people” arrived with the intentions of preparing their
garden plots for spring planting, while other church members
and friends took part in a general tidying up of the grounds and
the necessary trimming of trees, shrubs, and bushes bordering
the gardens. Today was also the day the “Darth Vader”
compost bins were decommissioned and their contents
relocated into one of the three newly constructed wooden pallet
enclosures.
We were also fortunate enough to have Mike Dorion of Living
Soil Solutions and Janet Melrose of Calgary's Cottage
Gardener drop by and offer up their expertise. Along with some
guidance from Mike, and the construction skills of a few church
members, the new compost bins were put into place. Janet was
on hand to pass along any gardening tips and advice the people
with green thumbs queried her about. And as a bonus, during
our coffee break in Wickenden Hall, Mike also presented us with
a seminar on the art of composting.
And so with the newly built bins ready for action, the refreshed
garden plots set for planting, and the trees and the shrubs and
the raspberry bushes all spruced up, we should be good to go
for another fun season of playing in the dirt. And when this silly
weather straightens itself out—which it probably will have by this
Quest publication—the red wriggler compost worms will be
relocated from their winter home in the church furnace room,
back into one of the Darth Vader containers to begin their
summer job of gobbling up kitchen scraps and pooping out
worm
castings.
Thank you to
May’s
Volunteer of
the Month
Sheila Ward
for putting
this
wonderful
day together,
and to all the
others who
contributed
in their own
special ways.
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Publishing the Quest
The UCC Quest is published 11 times per
year by the Unitarian Church of Calgary.
Electronic copies are available at
www.unitarianscalgary.org/newsletter/.
Submissions of articles, photographs, and
event announcements are encouraged.
Questions about the Quest, please email,
quest@unitarianscalgary.org.
The Quest Deadline is the 15th of every
month except for July.

Minister
Rev. Debra Faulk
debra@unitarianscalgary.org
403-230-8938 (office)

Director of Religious Exploration /
Youth Program Coordinator
Shannon Mang
dre@unitarianscalgary.org
403-230-4146

ENEWS
The ENEWS is normally published via
email once a week on Wednesday. Material for the ENEWS must be submitted by
Tuesday midnight. If you would like to the
receive the ENEWS, please email
enews@unitarianscalgary.org

Music Director
Jane Perry
music@unitarianscalgary.org

Booking Rooms

Church Administrator
Martha Mantikoski
office@unitarianscalgary.org
403-276-2436
Monday -Wednesday & Friday 9am
to Noon Office closed Thursdays.

As our Church gets busier it is important
that if rooms are needed they are booked
in advance. Space can be reserved either
by filling out the online booking form
found here http://unitarianscalgary.org/
calendar/#form or by contacting the
Church Administrator at 403-276-2436 or
office@unitarianscalgary.org

Lay Chaplains: Carl Svoboda and Beverly Webber
Our Lay Chaplains are trained to perform rites of passage, such as weddings, funerals/memorial services, child
dedications, etc. They are available to provide such services for a fee to the wider community. (Services for Unitarian Church of Calgary members are provided by the minister.) Our lay chaplain can be contacted by calling the
church at 403-276-2436 or via email, laychaplains@unitarianscalgary.org.

The Caring Team
The Caring Team provides support to the members, friends, and families of the congregation. If life has you
stressed because of illness, hospitalization, moving, we can help. If you have something to be celebrated, such as
a graduation, marriage or new child, we are there with you. We are all part of the Caring Team! Need support, have
a concern, or want to be of service? Contact caring@unitarianscalgary.org

Monthly Co-Op Card Fundraiser
Each month we will take Co-op Gift Card orders on the first Sunday.. Bring cash or a cheque to church unless we
already have your post-dated cheques. Cheques are payable to the Unitarian Church of Calgary. A table will be set up
in Wickenden Hall place your order there before or after the service. The cards will be distributed following Sunday.
Please continue to support this valuable fund raiser for our church! Contact: Ev Dewar ev.dewar@kogawa.com,
Sheila Ward sggward@shaw.ca or Frances Schaink blue.sky@infovisi.com

